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As gun owners, we knew the pitfalls of old gun cleaning methods first-
hand, so we set out to create a better, faster and more efficient way to 
clean our guns. It had to hold up to the rigors of gun cleaning - it needed to 
be strong, absorbent, and precise to fit perfectly into a barrel, but  versatile 
enough to use on all parts. The result was so great that we launched 
RamRodz® Inc., a company dedicated to providing a superior gun cleaning 
system that would change the market. 

RAMRODZRAMRODZ®® INC. IS DEDICATED TO   INC. IS DEDICATED TO  
MANUFACTURING FIRST-TIME, UNIQUE AND  MANUFACTURING FIRST-TIME, UNIQUE AND  

INNOVATIVE GUN CLEANING PRODUCTSINNOVATIVE GUN CLEANING PRODUCTS

RAMRODZ® Barrel and Breech Cleaners are a new line of precision gun 
cleaning swabs that eliminate the need for cotton patches. They provide 
far superior gun cleaning performance in a fraction of the time without 
the hassle and mess. All RamRodz® models are ideal for cleaning barrels,  
receivers, slides, chambers, magazine housings, breeches and more.

The flexible 8", bamboo handles on  
pistol models are specially engineered to  
easily withstand the rigors of reaching into  
tight areas. The 3" bamboo handles for rifle  
and shotgun models are designed to be  
inserted into the included adapters that  
connect to RamRodz® Bore Cables and  
standard cleaning rods for 
long-barrel cleaning.
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custom-moldedcustom-molded

low-lint cottonlow-lint cotton

Tips range  
in size from  

.22 Caliber to  
12 Gauge 



RAMRODZ® feature industrial-strength cotton heads that conform to  
barrel walls, removing dirt and debris that patches, snakes and brushes 
leave behind! The density of the low-lint cotton soaks up cleaning  
solvent without any drip or splatter, releasing only when pressure is  
applied. This ensures a more efficient cleaning method and a cleaner 
work environment. 

RAMRODZ® provides  
a complete cleaning  
system: precision bore 
cleaners, non-toxic  
two-stage cleaning  
solution and lubricant,  
as well as specialized 
tools for accessing  
hard-to-reach areas  
and gunsmithing.  

RAMRODZ® truly is...

A REVOLUTIONARY A REVOLUTIONARY 
GUN CLEANING GUN CLEANING 
SYSTEM. SYSTEM. 
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No Drip, Mess or Splatter

Use RamRodz® Bore Cable with  
Patented RamRodz® Adapters

Penetrates, Lubricates and Protects
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RAMRODZ® provides a complete system to clean your gun from 
start to finish. Even if you think your gun is clean, we guarantee 
our caliber-specific swabs will find more dirt and residue in your 
barrel. Take the RamRodz® Challenge and clean your gun with your 
preferred method, then run a caliber-specific RamRodz® down the 
barrel to see what was left behind.
WARNING! Always unload firearms before cleaning them!

HOW TO USE RAMRODZHOW TO USE RAMRODZ®®    
GUN CLEANING PRODUCTSGUN CLEANING PRODUCTS

RamRodz® are simple to use. 
Once your gun is disassembled, 
use RamRodz® caliber-specific 
swabs and brushes to thoroughly 
clean the barrel of your gun. For 
best results, clean in the direction 
of the bullet path. Soak the swabs 
in RamRodz® Cleaning Solution to 
destroy hydrocarbons, lead and 
copper left in the barrel. 

RamRodz® precision tools, swabs 
and accessories can be used to 
detail clean all internal and external 
gun parts, including receivers, 
slide rails, bolt carriers, chambers, 
magazine houses, breeches and 
more. The Portable Work Tray and 
Hypalon Cleaning Mat help keep 
your work area protected while 
you clean.

Use a RamRodz® Bore Cable or 
Push Rod with adapters to clean 
long guns. They can also be used 
with RamRodz® Bore Brushes to 
scour the inside of your barrel 
before you run a swab down it. You 
can even leave a solution-soaked 
swab in the barrel overnight to 
help remove persistent carbon 
fouling.
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RAMRODZ® offers the most comprehensive, patchless, precision 
detailing kit on the market to clean your entire gun, inside and out. 
It includes over 550 precision tools and accessories to clean guns 
from .22 – .45 caliber, as well as 12 and 20 gauge. Everything 
is conveniently organized in a specially designed case with four 
layers for maximum efficiency.

#70035 PROFESSIONAL GUN CLEANING MASTER KIT

Layer 1: 
Caliber-Specific Gun 
Cleaning Brushes,     
Detailing Tools and 
Accessories

Layer 2: 
High-Quality, Hypalon 
Gun-Cleaning Mat

Layer 3: 
Portable Work Tray

Layer 4: 
Caliber-Specific Bore Cleaners, High-Performance Cleaning 
Solution and Lubricating Oil, and Silicone-Infused Oiling Cloth
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Handgun Calibers
Handgun Calibers

Caliber: .22 
Handle: 8" Length 
Quantity: 300 (#22300)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .38/.357/.380/9mm  
Handle: 8" Length 
Quantity: 200 (#38200)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .40/10mm 
Handle: 8" Length 
Quantity: 120 (#40100)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .44/.45/.410 
Handle: 8" Length 
Quantity: 100 (#45075)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .50 
Handle: 8" Length 
Quantity: 80 (#50075)

Actual Head 
Diameter
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Rifle &
 Shotgun Calibers/Gauges

Rifle &
 Shotgun Calibers/Gauges

Gauge: 12 
Handle: 3" Length 
Quantity: 60 (#12060)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Gauge: 20 
Handle: 3" Length 
Quantity: 80 (#20080)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .30/.308/7.62mm 
Handle: 3" Length 
Quantity: 300 (#30300)

Actual Head 
Diameter

Caliber: .223/5.56mm - Chisel Tip   
Handle: 3" Length 
Quantities: 50 (#22050), 600 (#22600)

Actual Head 
Diameter
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RANGE KITS
#70680 For Pistols: Quantity: 680 
.22, .38/.357/.38/9mm, .40/10mm, 
.44/.45/.410, .50, and Breech with 4 adapters  

#70565 For Rifles and Shotguns: 
Quantity: 565 
.22, .223/5.56mm, .30/.308/7.62mm,  
.45/.410, 20 and 12 gauge with 4 adapters

#60010 RIFLE AND SHOTGUN ADAPTERS
A simple and efficient way to utilize caliber- 
specific RamRodz® with standard cleaning  
rods for rifle and shotgun barrel cleaning. 

TWO-STAGE CLEANING SYSTEM
Biodegradable, non-toxic and odorless  
cleaning solution and lubricant that destroys  
hydrocarbons, lead and copper instantly!

#67004C   4 oz. Firearm Cleaning Solution  
#67001L    1 oz. Firearm Lubricant 

#68048 BORE CABLE KIT
48" triple-layer pull cable with patented  
adapters for use with .22 – 12 gauge rifle 
and shotgun RamRodz®. 

#80250 GUN DETAILING ASSORTMENT
250 assorted, non-caliber specific RamRodz® 
for cleaning all components of a firearm other 
than the bore. 

#11800 BREECH CLEANERS
800 non-caliber specific 5mm diameter 
RamRodz® with 3" handles for cleaning all 
internal gun parts other than the barrel.
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#70035T BORE CLEANING ACCESSORY KIT
29-piece tool kit with caliber-specific  
brushes, double-headed brushes 
and picks, MANTUS™ pliers, 
brass push-rod with extensions, 
and pull-thru cable with adapters 
in a custom blow-molded case.

#70035B CALIBER-SPECIFIC BRUSH PACK
8-piece, caliber-specific brush set for use 
with standard push rods and bore cables. 
Includes .22, .223, .30, .38, .40, .45 caliber
as well as  12 and 20 gauge. 

70035M CHEMICAL-RESISTANT GUN CLEANING MAT 
Hypalon material specially engineered  
to resist ultraviolet light, extreme  
temperatures, and the penetrative  
quality of RamRodz® Cleaning  
Solution and Lubricating Oil.

Total size: 13" x 20"

#70035R PUSH ROD W/ HANDLE & EXTENSIONS
High-quality, USA made,  
brass cleaning rod for use  
with RamRodz® caliber 
specific swabs and brushes. 
The 4-piece kit features an easy, 
screw-in assembly design with a
handle for easy use and includes 
RamRodz® adapters.

Up to 30" Reach

#70035C SILICONE-INFUSED OILING CLOTH
Premium and non-abrasive material used to 
clean and prevent rust on metal components 
without leaving behind lint.

Total size: 11" x 15" 
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RAMRODZ® offers multiple tools and accessories to use with 
our precision bore cleaners. Specially designed with gunsmiths 
in mind, our tools offer versatility and precision to make cleaning 
your gun easier.

#60020 DIAMOND-GRIP PIVOTING PINCH FILES
Versatile tweezers that can grab small parts  
such as springs, detents and screws, or  
swivel open to utilize one tip for precision  
filing, terminal cleaning and keeping  
components in place during assembly. 

#60021 DIAMOND-COATED MICRO ROUND FILES
12–pc. set designed with gunsmiths 
in mind for precise parts fitting, 
cleaning barrel porting and making  
custom modifications easy. 

Sizes: 0.030" – 0.120"

#60022 DIAMOND-COATED FLEXIBLE FILE SET
Micro-thin, super flexible, flat files designed 
for removing burrs, breaking sharp 
edges, filing and general parts fitting.

Sizes: 15mm, 9mm and 6mm

#60023 MANTUS™ TIGHT ACCESS TOOL
6" tweezer/plier hybrid for tight-access  
that provides a sure grip on a variety of 
firearm components including springs, 
detents, o-rings, bushings and more.
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Join the Revolution!
Join the Revolution!

LOOK FOR RAMRODZLOOK FOR RAMRODZ®® AT   AT  
YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTORYOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR



CORPORATE CONTACT
sales@ramrodz.com 

855-GUNSWAB (855-486-7922) 

www.ramrodz.com

A revolutionary gun A revolutionary gun 
cleaning systemcleaning system

take the ramrodztake the ramrodz®®    

challengechallenge
STEP 1: Clean your gun with your preferred method.
STEP 2: Run a CALIBER-SPECIFIC RAMRODZ® down the barrel.

IF YOU THOUGHT YOUR GUN WAS CLEAN, THINK AGAIN!  
Specially engineered RAMRODZ® provide superior cleaning by  
conforming to barrel walls. They get all the dirt and debris that patches, 
snakes and others leave behind, at a fraction of the cost and time.

Gun Barrel After Using RamRodz®Dirty Gun Barrel Before
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